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l.

General presentation

For participation irr the announced compet tion fbr professor only one candidate
Assoc. Prof.. D. Sc. Sevdzhan Ahmedov Hakkaev. from the Depafinrent of Mathematical
Analysis at the Faculty

of Mathematics and Infornratics of Bishop Konstantin Preslavsk,v

University of Shumen has submitted documents. l-he docunrents presented try him are in
accordance with the Rules fbr the development of the acadenric stafTof Shr-rmen LJniversity'.

In order to participate in the competition. the applicant offered one textbook and l2
scientific papers published in scientific journals, which do not repeat the ones sLrbmitted fbr
the degrees of Doctor. Doctor of Science and the academic position of Associate Prof-essor.
Assoc. Prof. Sevdzhan Hakkaev has a total of over

4Cr

scientific papers, one textbook and two

dissertations for the degreesDoctor and Doctor of Mathematical Sciences.

II. Educational and fiedagogical activify
Assoc. Prof. S. Hakkaev graduated with a nmjor in Mathen-ratics, a MaLster's Degree
the University

of

Shumen in 1995

Assoc. Prof. S. Hakkaev began his teaching career at the Shumen [-lniversity in 1995
Since 2004 he is a doctor of Mathematics, since 2007 he is an Associate profes:;or. and since
2010 - Doctor of mathematical sciences. He lectures cn: Mathematical Analysis; I. II,

IV.

III

and

Complex Analysis, Ordinary Differential EqrLations, Functional Anall,sis, General

fopology. Assoc. Prof. S. Hakkaev is the author of academic programs for the specialties:
Mathematics. Mathematics and Informatics. Informati:s. Economics, Physics and Astronomy.
Students in these and other specialties use the teaching aids

of

S.Hakkaev.

Teachin

he Mat

rtment at Yedit

lectures on Diffbrential Equations and Calculus

l. Turkev

-

lor Economists. (February 2012 -.lune 2012).
re Universit-y

of Kansas. U|SA

-

lectures

on Vector calculus ar-rd 1-rigonometry (August 201 0 - December 2010).
ta - lectures on Ill - posedness of
integrable evolution equations, April - May 2010.
Teaching at Aidan University in Istanbul.

Assoc. Prof. S. Hakkaev supervised two PhD students in Mathematical Analvsis

-

Turhan Suleimanov and Nlehmed Kodia.

IIl.

Research activity.

The scientific interests of Assoc. Prof. S. Hakl:aev are rerated to:

l.
2.
3.

Stability to periodic and solitary waves.
Nonlinear dispersive equations.
Spectral inverse problen-r.

The articles presented are co-authored with mathematicians from Bulgaria, Brazil and

USA. The numbering below is from the list of publications submitted by the autfror.

In the article [2] the authors consider the systrlnt introduced by Benny. ra,'hich models
the interaction between short and lons waves:
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- valued function representing the shorl wave and v(",r,1)is a real -

valued function representing the long wave. The Cauchy theorem for the problem

(l)

is

proved and conditions are lbund under which Cauchy ltroblem is not locally wellposed.

n [3] is considered a family of non-evolutionzrry partial diflerential equations known
as the IIolm Staley b-faniily which includes theintegrableCamasa
- Holm and Degasperis f

Procesi equations

Itlt+Lrtn\+bu,n-0with m=tt-tt\\.tt(x,t).representingtheflui<Jvelocity.whiletheconstantbisinbalanceora
bifurcation parameter for thesolution behavior. l'he authors show that the solr-rtion
map is not
unifornrly continuous. The proof relies on a construrltion of smooth periodic traveling
waves

with small anrplitude.

The existence and stability
Gordon

of

spatially pe:iodic waves (n,,u,e,,,,v,")irt the Klein
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- Zakharov (KG7,) system:
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is studied in [5].
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It is hown a local existence resrLlt for low

theauthors construct

regularity initial data. Then

a one-parameter family ofperiodic dnoidal waves for (KGZ)

when the period is bigger than

Jz.o.

system

These waves are stable whenever an appropriate

functi on sati sfi es the standard Gri I laki s-S hatah-Strau ss type condi tion.

The object of study in [9] is the Klein-Gordon equation in

I+I

dimensions

u,,-u,,+u+lul"-'tt=0
In particular, of interest is the spectral stability / instability (with respect to perlurbations of
the same period) of traveling - standing periodic solitc,ns:
u (t '

which are of cnoidal (p
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x) = got '''41'

2). dnoidal (p
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- 3) or more general type (p :5). The resulrs in this

article generalize recent w'ork on the simpler case of standing waves of

Natali

pastor and

Natali - Cardoso.

In Ill] the authors construct various

perioJic travelling waves solutions

of

the

Ostrovsky /Hunter - Saxtorr/ shorl pulse equation:

(,,*( f (,)),),
and its

KdV regularized version. The stability of

= ,,

a clas;s of periodic waves is investigated. For

the shofl pulse model is constructed a lamily of travelling peakons with corner crests.
shown that the peakons are spectrally stable as well.

It is

The short pulsg models in a symmetric spatral interval. subject to periodic boundary
conditions are considered in I I 2]:
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The main interest of the authors is the stability of explicit and classical travelinpt waves for the

short pulse equation (3)

of the form u(t,x)=e(:c-rt).lt is shown that [he waves are

spectrally stable for allrwave speedsc > 0 .

In [8], the lineat stability of periodic waves for the Boussinesq equation
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investigated. For
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4 wide class of

solutions, the authors completely and explicitly

characterize their lineal stability (instability) when the perturbations are taken

with the

same

period as the waves.

The object

of gtudy in [7] is the spectral stability of the traveling

vvaves

for

the

Boussinesq system:

lrt, * ,, + (,7r), * ou,,, -. brl,,, = 0
i
lu, + rl, + Ltu, + CQ,,, - d,t,,., = 0

The authors provide acqmplete rigorous characrerizatjon of thespectral stability in all cases

forwhich

o:c<0,b>0.

In [6], the nonlirlear Schrddinger equation
tltt + u \\ +ftrl" u - 0 ,

is considered. In these pases p =
waves are orbiting stalble.
Schrcidinger system

|

and p =

2 it is shown that the corresponcling

In |0], the authors st;dy periodic
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The results obtained by Assoc. Prof. S. Hakkaev are of high scientific value. All of the

competition articles have been published in high Impact f-actor journals (1.245, 1.452. 1.640.
1.677,1.829). The citations that do not repeat the ones submitted for the degrees of Doctor.
Doctor of Science and the academic position of Associate Professorare 87 in number.

Associate professor Hakkaev has parliciprated
educati onal pro.i ects

At

scientific

and

:

l, At the Universitl, level:
2.

in the following

pro.iecrs

during 2009.2010.2015. 2016.2019. 2019.

a national level:

He has been a manager of a national project. DDVU 02191122.12.2010, titled: "Non-

linear Equations and spectral theory

of

operators", awarded

investigations", Incentives for scientific research in

tl-re

by the fund

"scientiflc

National Universities.

3. Postdoctoral project: FAPESPlBrazil Rese,arch Granr (August 2007 _.luly 200g),
Institute for Mathematics and Statistics, University of San paulo, Brasil.
The applicant has published reviews in AMS llathenratical Reviews. and arlicle
reviews for the following.j ournals:
.lournal of Differential Equations

-

Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications

Nonlinear Analysis. TMA
Physics Letters A.
Discrete and Continuous Dynamical Systerns-Series A

Nonlinear Analysis. RWA
Applicable Analysis
Mathematical lr4odeling and Analysrs
Abstract and Applied Analysis
Journal of Inequalities and Applications

MathematicalBiosciences
ComputerPhysicsCommunicarions.

IV. Person{l imnressions and recommelrdations.
I know,tss{c. Prof. S, Hakkaevas an estaL,lished protbssional irr his
freld. I have no
criticisnrs of the,.ifntific production subrnitted lcrr the compctition.
I

fu,ly conrply with the reqLrirements of the

ff of the Republic of Bulgaria (LDASRB).
and the Regulations

the

lor the Development of the

e nrinimum required points fiom the scientiflc
of-c:;sor" are repr.atedly crceecled. llased on

the Scienrific .lury jto

,"1..t

thE

ive nry positive assessment and recomnrencl to
'Sevdz:hanllakkaev
Assoc. Prof .
in the academic positi.n ol'

"Professor" at Bisho[ Konstantin Preslavsky University
of Shumen in Fligher Education Area:

4'

Natural

,.ienc.!.

nrathenratics and inlormatics, Professional

fleld: 4.5 Mathcrlatics

I

(Mathematical Anal jsis).

Shumerr

29.t0.2019

l)repared the review:

Stankov)

